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The present study is motivated by some results due to N. Zaheer and M. Alam 
(Zeros of polar-composite polynomials in algebraically closed fields, Proc. London 
Math. Sot. (3) 40 (1980), 527-552) and to a classical result of M. Marden 
(Geometry of polynomials, in “Math. Suroeys,” Vol. 3, Amer. Math. Sot., 
Providence, RI, 1966.). In fact, we determine the location of null-sets of certain com- 
positions of abstract polynomials and their pseudo-derivatives in vector spaces. Our 
main theorem generalizes simultaneously the corresponding results of Zaheer and 
Alam and of Marden, and furnishes several new interesting special cases, some 
being supported by the nice geometry of the complex plane. 0 1989 Academic PESS, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, K denotes an algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic zero, with K, as a maximal ordered subfield of K so that K= 
K,,(i) = (a + ib : a, b E K,}, where i* + 1 = 0 (cf. [2, pp. 3840; 4, p. 56; 7, 
pp. 248-2551). For z=u+ ibE K, we define F=a-ib, Re z= (z+2)/2, 
Imz=(z--)/2i, and jz\ =(a*+b ) . ’ iI2 A subset A of K is called K,-convex 
if 
5 P,ajEA QajEAandpjiKO+ with i pj=ll, 
j=l j=l 
where K,, denotes the set of all nonnegative elements of K,,. We write 
K, z Ku {co }, where co has the properties of (scalar) infinity, and denote 
by D(K,) the class of all generalized circular regions (briefly, g.c.r.) of K, 
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as described below: We say that A E D(K,) if either A is one of the sets 0, 
K, K,, or A satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) O,(A) is a K,-convex subset of K for every 5 +! A, where 0, is the 
homographic transformation of K, defined by Or(z) = l/(z - [) for z E K, ; 
(ii) co E A if A is not K,-convex. 
Clearly, the set 4, K, K,, and singletons (and their complements in K,) 
are in D( K, ) and are termed trivial members of D( K,). Zervos charac- 
terized the family D(K,) which, when K = C (the field of complex num- 
bers), furnishes the following result [ 11, p. 3521: Each nontrivial member of 
D(C,) is the open interior (or exterior) of a circle, or an open half plane, 
adjoined with a (possibly empty) connected subset of its boundary. The open 
or closed members of D(C,) are called (classicai) circular regions (c. r.) of 
C,. More details can be found in [IO, pp. 527-529, 5373 and the cross- 
references there. 
Write T,,(K) for the family of all n th degree polynomials S: K + K and 
Z(f) for the set of all the zeros of a given f: If f(z) =a, +a,z + 
a2z2 + . . . + a,? is a polynomial in x,(K), define the formal derivativef’ of 
f by f’(z) = a, + 2a,z + .. . + na,z”- *. Given f~ IL,(K) and a i E K, define 
the polar-derivative fi([, z) off with poie { by 
f,(L 2) = nf (z) + (i - z)f’(z). (1.1) 
Zeros of such polynomials have been discussed already by Laguerre (see 
[S, Theorem (13, l)]), Zervos [ll, p.3603, and Zaheer and Alam [lo, 
p. 5361. Our aim in this paper is to generalize, to abstract polynomials in 
vector spaces of arbitrary dimension, the following results. 
THEOREM 1.1 [lo, p. 5373. Given [, 2~ K (n#O, l/n) and fEq(K), let 
H(z)=f(z)-Af*(Lz) f or ZEK. Zf AED such that Z(f)LA, then 
Z(H) 5 A v T(A), where T is the homographic transformation of K, given 
by T(z)=(l-nl)z+nl~forzEK,. 
THEOREM 1.2 [ 10, p. 5421. Given [, 1 E K (L #O, - l/n) and f E II,(K), 
let H*(z)=f(z)+l(z-[)f’(z)for ZE K. If AED such that Z(f)cA, 
then Z( H * ) E A u T*(A), where T* is the homographic transformation of 
K, given by 
T*(z) = (z + nX)/( 1 + nk) for ZEK,. 
THEOREM 1.3 [5, p. 691. Given fE n,(C) and PE C (p #n), let 
g(z) = pf(z) - zf(z) for ZE C. Zf C is a classical c. r. of C, such that 
Z(f) E C, then every zero y of g(z) is of the form y = < or y = &/(p - n) for 
some t E C. 
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Note that T(A) and T*(A) in the above theorems are members of 
D(K,) and D(C,), respectively, by [lo, Proposition (l.l)]. In the next 
section we discuss some preliminaries needed to formulate the main 
theorem that generalizes Theorems 1.1-1.3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the rest of this paper, E denotes a vector space over K. 
A mapping P: E + K is called an abstract polynomial (a. p. ) of degree n if, 
for each x, y E E, 
p(x+PY)= i AkkY) Pk 'dPEK (2.1) 
k=O 
where the coefficients Ak(X, y) E K are independent of p and ,4,(x, y) f 0. 
The family of all nth degree a.p.s from E to K is denoted by n,(E, K). It 
is known [3, pp. 761-762 or 6, Theorem (2.2)] that A,(x, y) (resp. 
A,(x, y)) is independent of y (resp. x) and that A,& y) is an a.p. of degree 
n-k in x and an abstract homogeneous polynomial of degree k in y. 
Consequently, A,(x, y) E A,(O, y) # 0 for some y # 0 and the set 
(2.2) 
Denote the null-set of P by 
Z(P)= {x~E: P(x)=O}. (2.3) 
Given a PER,(E, K) via (2.1) and an hcF(P), define for each 
k = 1,2, .., n, the kth pseudo-derivative Piki of P (relative to h) to be the 
mapping from E to K by 
Pff’(X) = (k!) &(X, h). (2.4) 
The first few pseudo-derivatives are denoted by PA, Pi, etc. We know (cf. 
[8, Proposition 2.3 and Remark 2.41) that if PE a,(& K) and h EF(P) 
then Pi? E rc,- k (E, K) and 
h E F( PSI”‘) and (pLk’);, = pck+ l) h Vk. (2.5) 
For future reference we record (cf. (2.2), (2.4)) that 
Pen,(E, K)=>P;(x)rA,(O,h)#O vx E E, h E: F(P). (2.6) 
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The family of all nonconstant a.p.s (i.e., all a.p.s of degree at least one) will 
be denoted by TC(E, K). We say that two a.p.s P, Q E z(E, K) are faithful if 
F(P, Q, = F(P) n J’(Q) Z 0 (2.7) 
For example, we observe (cf. (2.5)) that every pair of a.p.s from the coliec- 
tion {P, Pi, Pl, . . . . Pj: ~ ‘I} is faithful. Other examples of such polynomials 
(not related to the same P) can be seen in [9, Examples 3.5 and 3.61. 
The notation and terminology hereafter agree with those in [9]. 
Nevertheless, we review only a few pertinent concepts that are needed in 
the sequel. Let E, = E u {w>, where w  is an element having the properties 
of (vector) infinity (cf. [8, p. 834; 11, p. 3721). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given S s E,, and X, y E E, we write 
G,(x,y)= {p~K,:x+py~S}. (2.8) 
We say that SE D*(E,) if Gs(x, y) E D(K,) for every x, y E E. Members of 
D*(E,) are called supergeneralized circular regions (briefly, sg. c. r.) of E,. 
Clearly, 4, E, E,, singletons {x} (and their complements in E,) are in 
D*(E,) and are called trivial sg. c. rs of E,. Since G,(x, 0) is K or 4 accor- 
ding as x E S or x & S (cf. properties of o and co ), we have 
SE D*(&) * G&G Y) E WC, 1 VXEE,~EE- (0). (2.9) 
In case E= K, we may use w  and CC interchangeably. Out of the several 
properties of D*(E,) already established in [9, Propositions 2.42.61, we 
reproduce only some with proofs (for self-containment) as collected in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. We have the following: 
(a) If SE D*(E,) then a+;lSE D*(E,) for all elements aE E and 
1~ K- (0); 
(b) Every maximal subspace of E belongs to D*(E,) and hence, by 
(a), all its translations (e. g., hyperplanes) are also in D*(E,); 
(c) rf SE D(K,) then SE D*(K,). 
Proof (a) The proof is trivial for A= 0. If A # 0, the proof is immediate 
from the fact that 
Go+&, Y) = Gs((x- a)lk Y/A) E D(L) Vx, y E E. 
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(b) Let S= {XE E: L(x) =0} be the maximal subspace of E given by a 
nontrivial linear functinal L: E + K. For any x, y E E, we have 
i 
{-LWW~ if ~6% 
G&Y)= K if x, yE S, 
4 if x 4 S, y E S. 
Hence (cf. Section 1) Gs(x, v) E D(K,) for all x, y E E, and SE D*(E,). 
(c) Here E = K and we write w  = co. If SE D(K,) then 
G,(x, y) =f(S) E D(K,) for all x, y E E ( y # 0), where f(o) = (a - x)/y (for 
0~ K,) is a homographic transformaton of K,. Hence SED*(K,) by 
(2.9). 
3. MAIN RESULT 
In order to formulate our main result, we introduce the following map: 
Let B(E,) denote the class of all subsets of E,. If A, BE B(E,) and t E K, 
wewriteA+B={a+kaEA,bEB} and tA={ta:aEA}.Notethat tAis 
a singleton if and only if t = 0 or A is a singleton. Given a nonempty subset 
BE E, an integer n > 1, and elements p, v E K- (0) with p + nv # 0, define 
a set-valued map T,: E, + B(E,) by 
T,(x) = (px + nvB)/(p + nv). (3.1) 
It is easy to verify that T, is l-l and onto if and only if B= {b}, say, is 
a singleton, and in that case TB is a homothetic transformation (cf. [ 1, 
p. 481) of B, of the form 
T,(x) = ux + a, 
and (cf. Theorem 2.2(a)) 
where c1= p/(p + nv), a = nvb/(p + nv) (3.2) 
T,(S) E ~*(&J VSE D*(E,). (3.3) 
In order to avoid unnecessary trivialities, we assume that all a.p.s are of 
degree at least one. Given faithful a.p.s P E rr,(E, K), Q E n,(E, K), and a 
scalar ,l E K, define the scalar multiple iP, the sum P + Q, the difference 
P- Q, and the product PQ in the usual manner as in the composition of 
maps. Obviously, 1P E n,( E, K), PQ E rc,, + ,( E, K), and P + Q E 7c,,,( E, K), 
where N < max {m, n}. Now we are ready to state and prove the main 
result which generalizes Theorems 1.1-1.3 of Zaheer and Alam and of 
Marden, and deduces several other new results, some of which are 
interesting from the geometrical standpoint. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Given faithful a.p.s P E n,(E, K), Q E x,(E, K), and scalars 
p,v~K-{0} withp++v#O,letusde~neforeachh~F(P,Q)(cJ(2.7))an 
a.p.R: E -+ K by 
R = pPQ;, + vQP;l. 
If SE D*(E,) such that Z(P) E S, then 
where Tzce, is as defined via (3.1). 
Proof Let h E F( P, Q) and R(x) = 0. If x E S, we are done. In case x 4 S, 
we will be done if we show that XE T,,,,(S). In this case P(x) # 0 and 
(cf. (2.6) and (2.7)) Q;(x) # 0. Since 
R(x) = M’(x) Qbb) + vQ(xJ f’;(x) = 0, (3.4) 
we observe that Q(x) # 0 # P;(x). Since Q E n,(E, K) and h E F(Q), we may 
write 
Q(x + ph) = Bob, h) + 4(x, h) P VPEK, 
where Q(x) = B,(x, h) # 0 and Q;(x) = B,(x, h) = B, (0, h) # 0. If we write 
B,s B,(x, h) and B, = B,(x, h), then (cf. (3.4)) 
,uB, + vB,[ P;(x)/P(x)] = 0. (3.5) 
Let P be given by (2.1). Since K is algebraicahy closed and h E F(P), we 
can write 
P(x+ph)= i A,@, h)pk VPEK 
k-0 
=&k h). i CP - pjk h)l VPEK 
j=l 
where A,Jx, h) E K and pj(x, h) E K such that ,4,(x, h) = AJO, h) # 0. If we 
write A k 5 A,(x, h), pi= pi(x, h), and G 5 G,(x, h) (cf. (2.8)) then 
O#G and co #p,eG (since x 4 S and P(x + p,h) = 0), (3.6) 
P(x)=A,=(-l)“A,.d(n,n), 
P;(x)=A,=(-~)~-~ A,.d(n-l,~), 
(3.7) 
where d(k, n) represents the sum of all possible products of pl, p2, . . . . p, 
taken k at a time. Now GE D(K,) by Definition 2.1, and by definition of 
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D(K,) (cf. (3.6)) O,(G) is a K,-convex of K such that O,(pi) = l/p,~ 8,(G) 
for all j. (Refer to condition (1) in the Introduction for the meaning of O,.) 
Hence 
(i) i B,,(p,)=(-!) $ l/p,=k~@JG) forsomepEGsK 
j=l J=l 
and (cf. (3.7)) 
P$r)/P(x) = - i l/pj = - 3. 
j=l 
(Here p #O, cc.) Now (3.5) implies that pLB, + vB,( -n/p) =O. That is 
(since p, B, #O, 001, 
pp - nvBo/B, = 0. (3.8) 
Since PEG and Q[x- (B,/B,) h] =O, we see that x+ph~ S and 
x - (B,/B, ) h E Z(Q). Therefore, PX + pcph E +!? and nvx - (nvB,/B* ) h E 
nvZ(Q). On adding these elements, (3.8) implies that (p + nv) x E@+ 
nvZ( Q). Therefore, 
where Tzce, is defined via (3.1). This completes our proof. 
Theorem 3.1 for a.p.s from E to K can be employed to deduce a new 
result for ordinary polynomials f: K-P K as follows: If fE n,(K), we know 
(cf. [S, Remark 2.4(111)]) that fo n,(E, K) with E = K, that F(f) = 
K- (01, and thatf;, (z) = hf’( ) f z orallzoEandhEK-{O}.Inparticular, 
when h = 1 E E = K,f;(z) =f’(z). Furthermore, if g(z) = z - [E a,(R) for a 
given CE K, then gen,(E, K) with E= K and F(g)=K- (0) (so that 
F(f, g) = F(f) n F(g) = K- (0) # @ and f, g are faithful; note that 
Z(g)= {[f and g;(z) =g’(z) for h= 1 EF(~)). Consequently, the corre- 
sponding a.p. R of Theorem 3.1, with E = K, P =f; and Q =g, is given by 
R(z) = pf(z) g;(z) + vg(z)f’,(z) = pf(z) + v(z - [)f’(z) for z E K. If now 
A E D(K,) such that Z(f) E A then A E: D*(K,) (by Theorem 2.2(c)) and 
the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 tells us that Z(R) c A u T{,,(A), where Ttij 
is a homographic transformation of K, given by 
T{,)(z) = (PZ + W/b + nv) (3.9) 
and Tlcj(A)~D(Km). (Recall that co so when E= K.) The foregoing 
arguments together with Theorem 3.1 establish the following result. 
4Q9/142/2-5 
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THEOREM 3.2. Given f e n,(K), <E K, and p, v E K- (0) with p + nv # 0, 
let 
H(z) = Pf (z) + v(z - Of’(z). (3.10) 
If A l D(K,) smh that Z(f) c A, then Z(H) 5 A u TIC)(A), where T{,) is 
defined by (3.9) and T{,)(A)E D(K,). 
Remark 3.3. At this point, it may be remarked that Theorem 3.1 is a 
generalization of Theorems 1.1-1.3 to a.p.s in vector spaces of arbitrary 
dimension (finite or otherwise). In fact Theorem 3.2, the field analogue of 
Theorem 3.1, implies Theorems I. l-l.3 as special cases. We establish this 
claim as follows: 
(I) Theorem 3.2 * Theorem 1.1. In Theorem 3.2 take p = 1 -n,? and 
v = 1 (A # 0, l/n) so that P + nv # 0, and observe that H(z) =f (z) - lfl(c, z) 
(cf. (Ll)), T{,)(z) = (1 - nn) z + nJ[ = T(z), say, and that Z(H) c A u T(A). 
This is precisely the statement of Theorem 1.1. 
(II) Theorem 3.2 * Theorem 1.2. Take p= 1 and v = I # 0, - I/n in 
Theorem 3.2 and note that H(z) =f (z) + ,l(z - 0 f’(z) = H*(z), say, 
Tic)(z) = (z + nAc)/( 1 + nL) = T*(z), say, and Z(H*) c A u T*(A), as 
claimed by Theorem 1.2. 
(III) Theorem 3.2 =s- Theorem 1.3 in an improved form. On taking 
A=CED(K,),i=O,CL#O,andv=-IinTheorem3.2(sothat~-v#O), 
we see that H(z) = pf (2) - zf ‘(z) =g(z), say, TlcI(z) = pz/(p -n) = T(z), 
say, and Z(g) = Z(H) c C u T(C). Therefore, every zero y of g(z) is of the 
form y = 5 or y = &(,u - n) for some 5 E C. We have thus established the 
following result: Given f E n,(K) and p # 0, n, let g(z) = pf (z) - zf ‘(z) for 
z E K. If CE D(K,) such that Z(f) E C, then every zero y of g(z) is of the 
form y = 5 or y = &/(p - n) for some 5 E C. For K= C, this theorem gives 
an improved version of Theorem 1.3 in that it uses g.c.rs of C, rather than 
the classical c.r.s. 
Various shades of Theorem 3.1 and of its field counterpart Theorem 3.2 
can be formulated by varying the choices for .H, v, n, and [ involved therein. 
No constructive purpose will be served by just enumerating these results 
indiscriminately (Some choices have already been discussed in 
Remark 3.3(It(III).) Thus, we will pick only those cases which feature nice 
geometrical patterns involving the concepts of “join” and “convexity” of 
sets in a vector space E, In what follows we first explain these concepts and 
some relevant properties. 
A subset A of E is called K,,-convex if 
is, PiaiEA VaiEA,piEK,,+ with i pi=l. 
i=l 
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We denote the convex hull of any set S c E by 8?(S). (By convex hull of 
S we mean, as usual, the intersection of all closed convex sets containing S.) 
Given a, b E E, we shall write X( { a, b}) E [a, b]. Define the join J[A, B] 
of two given nonempty sets A, Bs E by 
J[A,B]=U {[a,b]:aEA,bEB}. 
Also we write J[A, (b)]-J[A, b]. It is easy to verify that f[A, B]= 
J[B,A], J[A,A]=&‘(A), AuBGJ[A,B]~J?(AuB), J[A,B]=B if 
A s B, and B is &-convex. Now we give the following consequences of 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.4. Given faithful a.p.s P E n,(E, K), Q E nlE, K), and a scalar 
1 E K(J # 0, l/n), let 
R1 = (1 -nil) PQL + ,IQPI. (3.11) 
IfS~D*(E,)such thatZ(P)cS, thenZ(R,)sSu[(l-nL)S+nLZ(Q)]. 
Consequently, Z(R,) E J[S, Z(Q)] for all 0 < ,I< l/n (1 E K,). 
Prooj Let us choose an arbitrary 2~ K such that J # 0, l/n. Putting 
/J = 1 -n,I and v = 1 in Theorem 3.1, we get R = R, and Tzce,(S) = 
(1 - nL) S + nlZ( Q). Furthermore, TzCo,(S) z J[S, Z(Q)] for all 
0 < 1~ l/n, since I, (1 - n2) E K,, with sum equal to one. Since 
SuZ(Q)cJ[S, Z(Q)], Theorem 3.1 yields that Z(R,)sJ[S, Z(Q)] for 
all 0 < J. -C l/n, as was to be proved. 
THEOREM 3.5. Given f E n,(K), [E K, and 1 E K (A# 0, l/n), let 
H,(z)=(l-nI)f(z)+ll(z-i)f’(z). (3.12) 
If AED such that Z(f)sA, then Z(H,)sAu[(l-nl)A+nXJ. 
Consequently, Z(H,) s J[A, [] for all 0 < ,I< l/n (1 E K,). 
ProoJ: Put p= 1 - n,I and v = n(A # 0, l/n) in Theorem 3.2 and observe 
that T{,)(A) = J[A, i] for all 0 < 1~ l/n. 
The following results easily follow from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and we 
state these without proof. 
THEOREM 3.6. Under the notations and hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, if 
R = PQ;l + QP;, then 
Z(R)sSu [(S+nZ(Q))/(n+ l)]. 
Furthermore, Z(R) zJ[S, Z(Q)] c .X?(Su Z(Q)). 
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THEOREM 3.7. Under the notations and hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, if 
H(z) =f(z) + (z - i)f’(z) for z E K then 
Z(H) E A u [(A + ni)/(n + l)]. 
Furthermore, Z(H) cJCA, [] ES(A u {S>). 
(3.13) 
Since H(z) is the derivative of the polynomial (z - c) f(z), the last state- 
ment in Theorem 3.7 for K= C follows from Lucas’s theorem [S, 
Theorem (6, l)] on the derivative of a polynomial. However, it may be 
noted that the conclusion in (3.13) does not follow from Lucas’s theorem 
but, on the other hand, it furnishes a more precise location for Z(H) than 
offered by Lucas’s theorem even when A is convex. This is upheld by the 
fact that 
A~C(A+ni)l(n+l)l~~o(Au{i}) Vi # closure of A, 
irrespective of whether A is convex or not. 
THEOREM 3.8. Under the notations and hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, if 
R = nPQI + QPL then 
THEOREM 3.9. Under the notations and hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, y 
H(z) = nf(z) + (z - of’(z) then 
Z(H)&Au [(A+1)/2]. 
Furthermore, if A is convex then Z(H)& A for every [G A, otherwise 
Z(H)c(A+[)/2for all [EA. 
For the rest of this paper, we present some notations and terminology as 
follows. Given a, /?E K(j? ZO), y E K,, and r E K,, , detine a closed ball 
D(a, r) and a closed half-space W(/?, y) by 
D(a,r)={zEK:Iz-aldr}, 
W(P, Y) = {z E K: Re(pz) < r }. 
Two closed half-spaces W(/?, y) and W(j?, 7’) are termed parallel if j?’ = c@ 
for some nonzero c1 E K,. If K = C, the closed ball and the closed half-space 
are tailed closed disk and closed ha&plane, respectively. Note [lo, p. 5281 
that closed balls are K,,-convex members of D(K,), and it follows that half- 
spaces are K,-convex members of D(K,) since they are homographic 
images of closed balls and do not contain o. 
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4. GEOMETRY OF POLYNOMIALS INVOLVED 
We now review the spectrum of variations in the theorems of the 
previous section brought about by the latitude of variables involved as 
follows: 
(I) In Theorem 3.4 if S E A and Z(Q) E B (A, B being &-convex) then 
Z(R,)EX(A u B) for all 0~ A< l/n. If Z(Q)cS then Z(R,)s&?(S) 
( = S, if S is &-convex); 
(II) In Theorem 3.5 if o 4 A (so that A is &convex) then ][A, [] = 
X(Au (i}) and Z(H,)E#(AU ([I) (=A, if SEA). In case A is not 
&-convex and [E A then Z(H,) E &‘(A). If we take A = D(a, r) and [ $A 
then 
where 
a),=(l-nR)a+nA~#u,~, r,=Il-nAI.r#O,r. 
Thus Z(H,) G D(a, r) u D(a,, rn) for all I # 0, l/n. In addition, for all 
1 E K. with 0 < 2 < l/n, Z(H,) c X(D(a, r) u (0). Next, let us take 
A = IV@, y); then 
(1 - nn) A + a= WP,, Yz), 
where 
Pi=m-nJ)zo,p, rj.=Y+Re[nl/?S/(l -nA)]. 
Hence Z(H,)z W(p, y)u &‘(/I,, vi.) for all i #O, l/n (the two half-spaces 
being parellel whenever 1 E K,,). In addition, for all A E K. with 0 < A< l/n, 
Z(H,)cJCw(a,y),rl=~(w(B,r)u~r})cul(p, Re DO if L.‘$WL%Y), 
and Z(N,) E W(jI, y) provided that 5 E W(p, y). Note that W(jI, Re PC) is a 
half-space parallel to IV@, y) and containing W(fi, y) u {c}. 
(III) Now we take a glance at the geometry available to Theorem 3.5 
when K= C by reviewing, case by case, the sets utilized in Part (II) above 
(with K= C) for describing the relative locations for the zeros off and H,. 
To simplify notations, let D 3 D(a, r), DA = D(u,, T,& I%‘= W(jI, y), and 
W, = W(p*, yn). If ($0, let L,, L2 denote the two straight lines which are 
tangent to D and pass through 6. These lines determine a unique double 
sector S, (say) with vertex at c whose bisector is the line M, (say) passing 
through 5 and the center of D. Let SC (resp. S;) be the part sector of S, 
which contains D (resp. does not contain D), so that S, = ST u S,- and 
ST n S; = I[}. For [ $ IV, we denote by W* the smallest closed half-plane 
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containing W and c, so that WE W* and the boundary of W* is a line 
through [ parallel to the boundary of W. Now we begin our scrutiny of 
various cases as follows: 
(i) Take A=D and ($0. Then Z(H,)EDUD~ for i#O, l/n 
(AE C). For PER (recall that K, is the set R of reals when K= C), the disk 
Di, always touches L,, L, with center on M,, and Di sweeps S, as 1, varies 
in R. Consequently, 
Z(H,) E s, V;IER- (0, l/n} 
A little closer scrutiny for 1 E R reveals that Di moves away from [ along 
M, and sweeps out SC (resp. SC ) as 2 increases from l/n to + cc (resp. 
decreases from l/n to - co), coinciding with D and {[} when A = 0 and 
i = l/n, respectively. All this implies that 
i 
DUS, V A > l/n, 
Z(H,)c u V 0 < A< l/n, (4.1) 
V VA-CO, 
where U (resp. V) is the larger of the two bounded (resp. unbounded) 
regions in ST whose boundary consists of portions of L,, L,, and. the 
boundary of D. Note that U=X(Du {1;}), Uu V=ST, and Un V=D. 
Also, we can see that Z(H,) c ST for all J. < l/n. 
(ii) Take A = W. Then Z(H,) E W u Wj. for J # 0, l/n(A E C). Let US 
go into the surgery of cases for JE R. If 2 E R, we let y0 = y + 
rd (Re(/K) - y) and observe that 
if A<l/n, 
Wf (say) if A>l/n, 
where W+ is the closure of the complement of W(p, yO) and where 
if ;1>0 and [E W, orif I<0 and 54 W, 
if A>0 and 14 W, orif A<0 and [E W. 
Therefore, if 5 E W then 
r ZW if 1< 0, w, SW if’ O<A< l/n, = w+ if J > l/n, 
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and if 5 & W then 
1 
EW if J CO, 
w, 2w if O<I< l/n, 
=w+ if I.> l/n. 
Consequently, if c E W then Z(H,) is contained in Wj. or W according as 
A<0 or O<L< l/n. If 14 W then we see that Yo<Y<Re/?[ for J.<O, that 
y < y0 < Re /?[ for 0 <II < l/n, and that y < Re fl[ < y,, for 2 > l/n. Hence, 
for c $ W, we have 
i 
cwcw* v A-CO, 
Z(H,) c Wit W* V O-cl-cl/n, (4.2) 
swvw+ v I>l/n, 
where W*=(zEC:Refiz<Re/?S] is the smallest closed half-plane 
containing W and 5, and Wu W+ is the complement of the open strip 
{z~C:y<Re /?z<y,}. 
For other ranges of 1 we may observe (cf. (4.2)) that Z(H,)c W* for all 
il < l/n. No zero of H, lies in the strip 
{zEC:y<ReBz<ReBr}Vi>l/n. (4.3) 
Consequently, no zero of H, lies in the strip (4.3) for L > 1 and for polyno- 
mials f: C -+ C of arbitrary degree. 
(IV) In Theorem 3.5 with K = C and 1 E R - (0, l/n), let us allow 5 to 
vary in a closed disk D or in a given closed half-plane W. Using the 
geometric discussion in Part (III) above (cf. (4.1) and (4.2)), we conclude 
the following observations, wherein D and W are taken as disjoint: 
(a) If Z(f) G D then c 4 D (since we are assuming 5~ W and W, D 
are disjoint) thus (4.1) applies and we have 
Z(H,)cDu W VA > l/n, i E W 
and, for all I < 0 and c E W, the set Z(H,) lies in the smallest closed half- 
plane containing D but not intersecting W. Also, for 0 < I < l/n and [ E W, 
the set Z(H,) lies in smallest closed half-plane containing both D and W. 
(b) If Z(S) cx W then < 4 W; thus, by (4.2), we see that for all I < l/n 
and c E D, the set Z(H,) lies in the smallest closed half-plane containing 
both D and W. For all A > l/n and 5 ED, no zero of Hi. lies in the largest 
open strip not intersecting W or D. 
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(c) If Z(f) E W and [ varies in another disjoint closed half-plane W’, 
then (cf. (4.2)) Z(H,) E Wu W’ for all A > l/n. In particular, the same con- 
clusion holds for all A> 1 and for all polynomials f of any degree (similar 
discussion can be made for the range 1> 1 in parts (a) and (b) above). 
(d) If Z(f) G D and i varies in another disjoint closed disk D’, then 
(cf. (4.1)) no zero of H, (for any 1 E R and any polynomial f of arbitrary 
degree) can ever lie in the interior of the two infinite closed regions (each 
being connected) not intersecting D u D’ and consisting of three straight 
line boundaries, formed by a direct common tangent and two different 
inverse common tangents to D and D’. 
Let us discuss Theorem 3.9 for K= C in the remaining cases. For 
example: (i) If we take A = D(a, r) - D (say) then Z(H) E D u D,, where 
D, = D((a + 1)/2, r/2) and 
D,cD if [ED, 
D,nD=# if [[--al >3r. 
Furthermore, as i describes the circle 1 z - a( = R outside D, the disk D, 
describes the concentric ring with radii (R + r)/2. Therefore, if c describes 
the closed ring 
R,<Iz-aI<R,, 
then every zero of H lies lies in D or in the ring 
The last ring surrounds D (without intersecting D) if I c - a I > 3r. 
(ii) If we take A as a closed half-plane W, then Z(H) lies in W or in the 
parallel closed half-plane (containing W) with its boundary equidistant 
from i and the boundary of W according as c E W or [ 4 W. 
Finally, before closing our discussion, we may point out that 
Theorem 3.1 holds also when E is taken (in particular) as a K-inner 
product space and the family D*(E,) is replaced by the family D(E,) of all 
generalized circular regions of E, (cf. [8, pp. 832-8351, because 
D(E,) 5 D*(E,) as seen in [9, Proposition 2.61). In this setup D*(E,) 
is more rich in the sense that it now contains the family B,(E,) of all 
generalized balls (since B,(E,) E D(E,)) which are analogues in E of 
closed disks and closed half-spaces in fields. Consequently, it is not difficult 
to visualize the possible variations in Theorem 3.1 on the lines of the dis- 
cussions in (II) and (III) above when the sg. c.rs in D*(E,) are taken as 
closed balls and closed half-spaces in E,, made available to K-inner 
product spaces. 
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